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Memory model

A formal specification of how the memory system will appear to the
programmer, eliminating the gap between the behavior expected by
the programmer and the actual behavior supported by a system.

[Adve and Gharachorloo, 1995]

Famous paper.
A good property, but not a good definition
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Dictates what values a read from memory can return
given previous writes to memory.

Makes it seem trivial.
Fails to mention what makes it hard: concurrency
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The Go memory model specifies the conditions under which reads
of a variable in one goroutine can be guaranteed to observe values
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Memory model

A memory model specifies the conditions under which reads of a
variable in one thread can be guaranteed to observe values
produced by writes to the same variable in a di↵erent thread.

[https://golang.org/ref/mem]

Specific to Go.
Let’s generalize it

https://golang.org/ref/mem
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Sequential consistency

...the results of any execution is the same as if the operations of all
the processors were executed in some sequential order, and the
operations of each individual processor appear in this sequence in
the order specified by its program.

[Lamport, 1979]

Authoritative.
Focuses on the processor as opposed to on the memory interface
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Sequential consistency

Memory as a shared global repository where
operations appear atomic and in program order.



Sequential consistency

m0
(?z)p���! m1

(!x)p0���! m2 . . .

program order

atomic
an operation takes a step (not more)
one operation per step (not more)

mi is the state of memory at step i

?z and !z are read and write operations to a variable z

(o)p is an operation performed by thread p
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Relaxations of order

Deviations from sequential consistency
motivated by performance are called relaxations

Give compiler and hardware freedom as long as they
don’t break “single threaded semantics”

Execute as fast as “possible.”
Don’t guarantee (or impose) order across the board.
Instead, programmers to add synchronization where needed.
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Relaxations of order

Reordering of instructions
(HW) Out-of-order execution
(SW) Compiler optimizations

Memory hierarchy
(HW) store bu↵er, load bu↵er, caches



Weak or relaxed memory models

A bewildering number of memory models exit
depending on which types of reorderings are allowed

They are called Weak or Relaxed memory models

Hardware and programming languages have memory models



Examples of HW relaxations

1 W ! R
a write to a variable can be delayed after a read from another
variable issued by the same thread

2 W ! W
a write to a variable can be delayed after a write to another
variable issued by the same thread

3 R ! R/W
a read from a variable can be delayed after a read from or a
write to another variable issued by the same thread

[Adve et al.]



Examples of HW relaxations

4 Read other’s write early
the possibility to read a write issued by another thread, even
before this write has a↵ected memory

5 Read own write early
the possibility to read a write, even before this write has
a↵ected memory

[Adve et al.]





Key to previous figure

SC: sequential consistency

TSO: total store order

PC: processor consistency

PSO: partial store order

WO: weak ordering

RC: relaxed consistency

RMO: relaxed memory order



SW memory models

Compiler inserts synchronization if HW is more relaxed than
the programming language’s memory model



SW relaxations

Compiler optimizations
An example of how the compiler can a↵ect order

Motivated by performance

Implemented in most compilers

Compiler can reorder instructions so the binary may not
reflect the source program order

Compiler are typically allowed to reorder instructions
as long as it doesn’t break single threaded semantics



Java memory model

C/C++ memory model

Go memory model



Happens-before relation

Is a relation on the set of events.
originally defined in the message-passing setting.

Due to Lamport, 1978.

Became a technical vehicle for defining memory models.



Happens-before relation

(Definition in the message-passing setting)

Let a, b, c be events.

1 If a occurs before b within the same process, then a !hb b

2 If a is send of a message and b the reception, then a !hb b

3 If a !hb b and b !hb c then a !hb c
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Use happens-before to reason about synchronization
and the presence of data races
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Data-race

A data race is a pair of conflicting concurrent accesses

Two memory accesses conflict if they access the same location and
at least one of the accesses is a write

An event a is concurrent with b if a 6!hb b and b 6!hb a



Data-race

Can lead to counterintuitive behavior
and bugs that are intermittent

Data-race freedom can help tame memory model’s complexities



Data-Race Free program run Sequentially Consistently

DRF-SC guarantee

Allows programmers to think in terms of strong memory

Write it once, run it everywhere
provided program is DRF and memory models are SC-DRF

Burden on programmers to avoid data races

Burden on language designers
hard to design and hard to prove
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Formalization of memory models
Axiomatic semantics
Operational semantics
Litmus tests

Acquire-release semantics

Vector clocks


